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The Council common position mirrors and in some respects enhances the healthy balance 
achieved by Parliament at first reading between the competitiveness of the European 
chemicals industry and protection of human health and the environment.

The rapporteur welcomes this approach and considers that agreement can be reached at 
second reading if the Council and Commission take a genuinely constructive stance in 
negotiations.

With a view to this, the rapporteur wishes to focus on a number of priorities relating to the 
purpose of the regulation which the Council failed properly to take into account. He reserves 
the right to raise further minor issues, if appropriate, following the discussions in committee.

Parliament took a firm stance at first reading on the replacement of extremely problematic 
substances with safer alternative substances or technologies. This is the precise purpose of the 
regulation, not solely from a standpoint of worker and consumer safety but also, as has 
already been said, from that of supporting manufacturing innovation.

The rapporteur therefore considers that Parliament should restate its position on tightening up 
the procedure for authorising chemical substances by promoting the replacement of the most 
dangerous among them (amendments 214, 471 rev, 215-217, 219-221, 223, 226-233, 235, 236 
and 359, 237-242, 246, 255, 8, 15 and 41). It should be stated once again that there is no 
intention of creating an additional burden for businesses by introducing a compulsory 
replacement mechanism. On the contrary, the aim of the regulation is to make the industry 
responsible for finding realistic, safe alternatives, not least in order to rebuild consumer 
confidence.

The rapporteur also intends to retable a number of amendments which Parliament adopted by 
a large majority but which the Council did not see fit to include in its common position.

The principal aim is to strengthen the 'due diligence' principle for manufacturers and 
importers with a view to ensuring proper controls on substances placed on the market and 
adequate communication and information exchange in connection with the risks arising from 
their use (amendments 364 and 59).

A second batch of amendments on which the rapporteur intends to focus covers animal testing 
of substances (amendments 108, 140, 143, 176, 177, 257, 361, 24 and 36). In particular, he 
intends to enhance the role of the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods 
(ECVAM) and to foster the replacement of animal testing with an alternative method if the 
ECVAM acknowledges its scientific validity. Amendments on compulsory forwarding to the 
Agency of studies or information on substances obtained using animal testing and all those in 
respect of which this could be avoided, and on the establishment of a Committee for 
Alternative Test Methods, will also be retabled.

The rapporteur intends, furthermore, to retable a batch of amendments seeking to step up the 
exchange of information required for the purpose of assessing the health and environmental 
risks and effects of substances (amendments 90, 112, 121, 366/166, 789 and 294). In 
particular, this will reopen the possibility of establishing a European quality mark designed to 
identify and promote articles which, at each stage of the production process, have been 
produced in compliance with the REACH requirements.
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The rapporteur also considers it essential to improve the Council common position by 
retabling amendments seeking the make the system more manageable, particularly in view of 
the problems small and medium-sized undertakings are likely to have in implementing it. 
Amendments providing for aid and support mechanisms for small and medium-sized 
undertakings and for the adoption of special assistance measures by Member States will 
therefore be retabled (amendments 262(f) and 10).

Lastly, the rapporteur sees it as a priority to enhance Parliament's prerogatives and give it a 
more incisive role in the process of establishing the Agency and in monitoring the results 
obtained (amendments 260(f), 267, 360, 1037, 269, 272, 273, 276-281, 285-287).

A few other amendments dealing with specific issues in respect of which, in the rapporteur's 
view, Parliament's position at first reading will significantly improve the common position 
(amendments 88, paragraph 7a, 110 and 87, 134 and 150, 369, 157, 162, 263 and 309) will 
also be retabled.


